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SUMMARY

As of summer 1972, U.S. and South Vietnamese efforts to secure,

the release of allied military personnel captured and missing :in

Indochina have largely failed. .Sight 'yearshave elapsed .ince the

first Iknown capture of-an American .pilot. by North Vietnam in'Angust

1964. The extended captivity imposed -on that pilot!, Lieutenant

Alvarez, and others has been one ,of many alleged violations of the

1949 Geneva Convention Relative -to 'the Treatment ;of-Prisoners'of

War, which'sets forth'.legal guidelines for humanitarian..imprisonent.

Since the early days of the-air war, North Vietnam and its-allies

have qualified'their adherence to -these guidelines on the-grounds

that-the captured pilots are war criminals" beyond.the range .of

application of'the Geneva Convention. In March 1972, however, it-

was indicated informally at:the Paris.peace talks that Hanoi. no

longer applies this categorization -to -the- American pilots as

individuals. While no official modification of;. the previous stand

has yet been' issued, it''would..seem that the-charge of war-crimes

has been shifted to describe -the actions of "the U.S. Government

itself. Thus, in Hanoi's view, indiscriminate policies such'as the
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alleged bombing of nonmilitary targets demonstrate that the United

States has failed to adhere to the laws of war, and the U.S.intends

neither to withdraw overt support of South Vietnam nor to work

seriously toward the achievement of a negotiated settlement of -the

conflict. For its part, the United States rejects any classifica-

tion of U.S. pilots or other captured servicemen as criminal under

any provision of international law.

Beginning in 1969, the U.S. Government altered its previous

strategy of sole reliance upon private diplomatic efforts in behalf

of the prisoners to one of publicizing the reports of their mal-

treatment in order to exert pressure on the Communists to discuss

what 'has become an issue of grave concern to the United States and

its allies. In January 1972, the United States disclosed a sequence

of proposals to end the Indochina conflict through negotiated

settlement that had been offered in secret during' 1971 by the two

sides. Like the publicly announced proposals, the private plans

considered the issue of the prisoners. Some tied their fate to an

immediate cease-fire or to a more gradual withdrawal of military

forces; others rendered their release part of an overall military

and political settlement of' the war.
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Unilateral releases of sick and wounded Communist prisoners

were announced by the South Vietnamese Government, although efforts

to carry out actual repatriation were less successful. One American

was released by the Vietcong. A suggestion made by the South

Vietnamese in early 1971 and again in August 1972 that all sick and

wounded be interned in a neutral country was denounced by North

Vietnam and its allies.

The prisoner issue gained additional publicity as a result of

action in the U.S. Congress and efforts by nongovernmental and

international groups. Hearings by the House Foreign Affairs

Subcommittee on National Security Policy and Scientific Developments

were held in three segments during 1971 and 1972, with a wide range

of witnesses from government officials to former prisoners offering

testimony. Legislation was passed containing both statements of

national policy and revised compensation and promotion procedures

affecting American prisoners of war (POWs) and missing in action

(MIAs). Groups such as the National League of Families of American

Prisoners and Missing in Action in Southeast Asia, POW/MIA Families

for Immediate Release, Committee of Liaison with Families of

Servicemen Detained in North Vietnam, Amnesty International, and
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the American Red: Cross have participated in campaigns to work for

the release of prisoners, to learn the status of those listed as

missing, and to indice Hanoi and its allies. to-afford the captives

adequate protection and" humane treatment.-

I .''"
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I. ,Considerations of Legality in the Treatment of POWs

As of August 5, J972, records of the Department of Defense lta

1,762 American.servicemen .as prisoners of war and missing in action
1/

in Indochina. *.The actiyal breakdown is uncertain owing to the

refusal>.of North. Vietnam and its allies to identify. all prisoners.

While..the names of .363 captured American pilots have been.released-

by North Vietnam, no accounting-.has yet been offered. of the .majority

of U.S. personnel captured or missing in North. Vietnam and Cambodia

or of those held .in Sotkth Vietnam by:the Vietcong and in Laos by the

Pathet Lao.

.,The Uni.ted States andcSouth:Vietnam have continued to urge the

Government of North .Vie.tnam .to. comply ,with the Geneva Convention

Relative to ,the Treatmentof IPrisoners .of War, to which all three..

governments have acceded. North Vietnam ratified the-1949 Geneva

Conventions -(which include the.specific convention on prisoner

treatment) in 1957* -The United States acceded to the Conventions

in 1955, and South Vietnam agreed in 1965 to be bound by the earlier

accession of the Government of ''Vietnam" in 1953., Acceptance by

1/ See Appendices for current statistics.
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South Vietnam has been viewed by the International Committee of the

Red Cross (ICRC) as binding on the National Liberation Front (NLF),

or alternatively, as binding through the accession of North Vietnam.

A basic stipulation of the Convention is that captives are by

definition prisoners of war if they are members 'of the armed forces

of a party to the conflict. The definition includes members of

militias or volunteer corps forming part of such armed forces, as

well as guerrillas or other voluntary forces under some conditions

(Article 4). These usages have been applied by the United States

and South Vietnam to captured North Vietnamese and Vietcong forces.

In the early days of the air war, the North Vietnamese Government

argued that the American pilots it held captive were war criminals

to whom the privileges of -the 1949 Geneva Convention did not
2/

extend. The justification for such a classification emanated

from Hanoi's 1957 reservation to the provision in Article 85 of the

Geneva Convention which states that prisoners prosecuted under the

laws of the detaining power for acts committed prior to capture

2/ For documentation of the general legal position taken towards
the Convention by North Vietnam and other Communist states,
as well as a brief discussion by a professor of law, see
Kelly, Lt. Col. Joseph B. PWs as War Criminals. Military
Review, v. 42, Jan. 1972: 91-96.
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should retain the benefits of the Convention even if convicted.

In the reservation, the Government of North Vietnam declared that:

... Prisoners of war prosecuted for and convicted of war
crimes against humanity, in accordance with principles
established by the Nuremberg Tribunal, will not enjoy
the benefits of the provisions of the present Convention
as provided in Article 85. 3/

The application of this reservation to the current Indochina

conflict was spelled out in some detail in a 1966 brief by North

Vietnamese lawyer Do Xuan Sang. The United States had committed

crimes against peace, as defined in Point 1, Article 6 of the.

Nureimberg Charter, "by betraying the 1954 Geneva agreements

solemnly recognized by their own government and by -conducting an

aggressive war in South Vietnam and expanding the air war of

destruction in North Vietnam." Concrete war crimes, as elucidated

in Point 2, Article 6, had been perpetrated "by committing the most

savage war acts, such as using B-52 strategic bombers in wanton

raids on densely populated areas in South Vietnam, by repeatedly

bombing and strafing schools, hospitals, churches, and pagodas in

both South and North Vietnam, and by resorting to weapons and war

means strictly prohibited by international law such as napalm,

3/ 272 United Nations Treaty Service 340 (1957).
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4/
poison chemicals, and gas.. .o.

In 1966 and 1967, captured American-pilots were paraded..through,

the streets of Hanoi in an apparent.effort to muster support .for

contemplated war crimes trials. The North Vietnamese news media also

published alleged confessions by American pilotsof their status as

war criminals; the statements were characteristically accompanied by

condemnations of the "U.S. aggressive policy, of. war ,in Vietnam.

These tactics may have been undertaken in part owing to the insistence,

by the United States that thle North Vietnameqe reservatfLon to _Article

85 could not be used as a basis .for depriving gAmericanprisoners..of

the protections of the. Geneva Convention since the language,of thq

reservation itself clearly revealed that they must first have been,.
5/

"prosecuted and convicted." In any case, the maneuvers. evoked

widespread international protest, and were alted after ,.967..

4/ Nhan Dan, July 10, 1966. Reported in Foreign Broadcast Informa-..
tion Service (hereafter FBIS). Daily Report: Far East, v. 132,
July 11, 1966: JJJ7.

5/ U.S. Department of State. "Entitlement of American Military
Personnel Held by North Vietnam to Treatment as Prisoners of War
Under the Geneva Convention of 1949 Relative to the Treatment.
of Prisoners of War." 'Memorandum bearing approval of the' State
Department Legal Adviser, supplied on request to Congressional
Research Service by James P. Murphy, Deputy Special Assistant -to
the Deputy Secretary for Prisoner of War Matters, Sept., 1972.
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On March 16, 1972, Nguyen Thanh Le, chief spokesman for the

North Vietnamese delegation at the Paris peace talks, in response to

questions about the U.S. POW initiative ,presentedearlier that day,

remarked informally that the captured pilots were no longer con-

sidered to be war criminals, although they had been "forced by the
'6/

American administration to commit crimes."~ The statement was

received in some quarters as indicative of a possible modification

in the Communist terms governing the release of prisoners, but .it

was neither pursued.nor officially acknowledged by the North

Vietnamese Government in subsequent .months.. Statements by Hanoi

and NLF negotiators in Paris, however, continued to show a subtle

shift in their presentation of the concept of war crimes from

accountability on the part of the American pilots as individuals to

that of the U.S. Government itself.

The general refusal to apply the standards set forth in the

Convention is thus still based on the claim that the" U'S. overnment

has sanctioned. the indiscriminate bombing of schools,hospitals,

churches, and other civilian targets in Nort. Vietnam. In Hanoi's

6/ North Vietnamese press briefing following the 46th session of
the Paris talks, March 16, 1972. Reported in FBIS. Daily
Report: Asia and Pacific, v. 4, Mar. 17, 1972: K13.,
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view, the pilots who implement these policies are not only denied

POW status but are considered subject to the laws of North Vietnam.

The United States has responded that it observes the laws of war to

an unprecedented degree in the bombing of carefully controlled and

restricted targets in North Vietnam. Such targets have been

military or military-supporting facilities, and the orders to U.S.

pilots have been rigidly drawn to minimize collateral damage and
7/

injury to the civilian populace. The U.S. Government maintains

that it has not knowingly bombed any target protected by interna-

tional law, and adds that North Vietnamese authorities have refused

to allow any impartial, neutral body to investigate their charges
8/

*to the contrary. It has even been suggested that great risks to

the safety of American pilots have been incurred in waging a

7/ In answer to questions about the alleged bombing of dikes
inside North Vietnam, President Nixon in a July 27, 1972,
press conference reiterated that "it is the policy of the
United States in all of its activities in North Vietnam to
direct its attacks -against military targets only." He noted
that such had been U.S. policy.throughout the 1960's and
that the spring 1972 resumption of air strikes in the North
had precipitated no change. New York Times, July 28, 1972;
also in Special Issue: The Air War in Vietnam. Commander's
Digest (Department of Defense Publication), v. .12, Sept. 7,
1972: 2.

8/ State Department Memorandum, op. cit., p. 3.
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9/
restricted air war.

North Vietnam has also argued that the -Convention is not germane
10/

in the absence of a declaration of war. The ICRC has discounted

the legal validity of this assumption, citing Article 2, which states

that the Convention applies "to all cases of declared war or any

other armed conflict which may arise between two or more of the High

Contracting Parties, even if the state of war is not recognized by
11/

one of them."

The heart of the Geneva Convention is the responsibility vested

in the detaining power (the government thereof) to provide adequate

care for POWs. Article 12, for example, declares that prisoners are

in the hands of the enemy power, not of the military units that have

captured them, and that the detaining power is solely accountable for

their treatment. It allows the transfer of prisoners by the detaining

9/ See legal analysis by Havens, Charles W., III. Release and
Repatriation of Vietnam Prisoners. American Bar Association
Journal, v. 57, Jan. 1971: 43.

10/ Nhan Dan, as reported by FBIS. Daily Report: Far East, July
11, 1966, op. cit., JJJ8.

11/ American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research.
The Prisoner of War Problem, no. 26, Dec. 28, 1970: 5. The
citation is from the III (1949) Geneva Convention Relative
to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, Geneva International
Committee of the Red Cross.
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power to another party to the Convention, although the detaining

power must still oversee the manner in which prisoners are interned.

The United States has, under this proviso, adopted a policy of

turning its POWs over to South Vietnam.

Other requirements that are clearly stated -- many of which

embody the philosophy of Article 13 that "prisoners of war must

at all times be humanely treated" -- have inspired much commentary

from the U.S. Government and other nongovernmental and international

groups concerned with the status of POWs under Communist control.

On September 28, 1971, Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird

elaborated upon what the United States considers to be substantial

violations of the Geneva guidelines. He questioned whether humane

protection had been extended in view of the proclivity of North

Vietnam to display U.S. prisoners and force them to make statements

that could be used for propaganda purposes.

The Geneva Convention prohibits "imprisonment without daylight"

and any general form -.of tor tur e -or eruelty (Ar ticle'87) Never-

theless, some American prisoners in North Vietnam, according to

Secretary Laird, are known to have been held, in solitary confinement

for years.' Adequate provision of food is also 'required (Article 26);

yet all of the released prisoners have been determined to be
IY*~
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12/
underweight and suffering from malnutrition. ' Prior indications

of severe weight losses, poor medical care, isolation, and torture

of those still held captive had been rendered in the' September.

1969 statements of two released American POWs, Lieutenant Robert

Freshman and Seaman Douglais Hegdahl, and in' photographs and films

published by t-e North Vietnamese themselves.

Other basic gaps in 'information abotit the 'prisoners exist

because of the failure of North Vietnam' andits allies to promptly

identify all prisoners' (Article' 122) -and disclose -the geographic-

location o'f 'the camps where they are detained (Artikle 23). List s

that have been released hav beet neither prdtnpt, nor complete,

nor issued' through regular 'channels' s'fch* as -gove'rments. Noti-

fication of deaths' of captiVes'and fultlinforination on-the

-circumstances of -death- and place of burial (Ar ticle 120) have also

been withheld. Nor has 'the etieny ever permitted inspection of the

camps by a neutral party or by delegates of the protecting -powers,

or ext ended to POWs and their representatives the privilege of

12/ Laird, Melvin R. Department of Defense Press Release, Sept.
28, 1971. Reprinted in Depar tment.of State Bulletin, v.65
Oct. '25,. 1971: 449.
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13/
being interviewed without the presence of witnesses (Article 126).

Prisoners have the privilege of sending at least two letters and

four cards per month (Article 71) as well as of receiving uncensored

correspondence or at minimum the-right to be present while the

detaining authorities are censoring their incoming mail and packages

(Article 76). In his September 1971 statement, Secretary Laird

reported that letters from prisoners have averaged two or three a

year per person, and that some prisoners have not been heard from at
14/

all. The short-lived upward trend-in the number of letters in

1970 slipped again in 1971 despite the pre-Christmas release of

1,001 letters, which included for the first time letters from 18

Americans previously unacknowledged as captives of the Vietcong in
15/

South Vietnam. Another 451 letters-from POWs held in North

13/ For a brief summary of the issues of humane treatment, see
Chafee, John H. POW Treatment: Principles Versus Propaganda.'
U.S. Naval Proceedings, v. 97, July 1971: 15-19.

14/ Laird, op. cit. William J. Porter, head of the American
delegation at the Paris peace talks, has commented that the
letters are being received only from about 50 of the prisoners
confirmed as held by North Vietnam. New York Times, Nov. 11,
1971.

15/ New York Times, Dec. 25, 1971. Some of the 18 may have been
held for four years, while one had formerly been listed as
killed in action.
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Vietnam were brought into the United States on January 31, 1972,

bringing the 1971 total to about 1,500. No mail has ever been

received from prisoners held in Laos or from the majority of the
16/

Americans believed to be held in South Vietnam.

The United States has continued to work through international

postal contacts. to try to establish special channels for mail from

prisoners, but in early October 1971 the North Vietnamese stated

their preference for the present arrangement. To date this has

entailed reliance upon the Committee of Liaison with Families of
17/

Servicemen Detained in North Vietnam. This group has served as

the sole conduit for letters and information concerning restrictions

levied by Hanoi on the mailing of packages to prisoners.

16/.The number of letters released in 1971 compares unfavorably
with the 1970 total of 2,646, although it is significantly
higher than earlier years, i.e., 942 for 1969, 167 for 1967,
and 35 for 1965. See March 16, 1972, testimony of Assistant
Secretary of Defense (International Security Affairs) G.
Warren Nutter. U.S. Congress. House. American Prisoners
of War in Southeast Asia, 1972. Hearings before the
Subcommittee on National Security Policy and Scientific
Developments of House Committee on Foreign Affairs, Part' III.
92d Cong., 2d sess. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1972: 30..

17/ The address of the Committee of Liaison is listed as 365 West
42d Street, New York, N.Y.
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Finally, the Convention contains very specific obligations. .

on the part of the detaining power with regard to the termination

of captivity. It is stipulated that -throughout the duration of,

hostilities, parties to the conflict must make arrangements for..

the..accommodation in neutral countries of sick and. wounded POWs

(Article 109). .This article gives an option to the powers to.

conclude agreements geared to the :direct.repatriation.or internment

in a neutral- country of able-bodied prisoners who have, undergone. a*

long period .of captivity.. The powers "are bound" 1 o provide direct

repatriation for certain. categories..of sick -and wounded. (Article

l10),-i.e., those who are:. (1) incurably-wounded and sick or.,.

whose mental or physical fitness seems tohave been gravely .

diminished; (2) unlikely to recover within one year, as determined

by expert medical opinion, with conditions requiring treatment;

and (3) recovered, but at the expense.of either a gravely or

permanently -diminished condition. ,U.S. and South Vietnamese.

requests for compliance with Article 109 have been-ignored.. It

has been argued that. the- North Vietnamese .position, io.- nevertheless

in accordance with the Convention, which provides for the release
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and repatriation pf prisoners "after the cessation of active

hostilities" (Article 118) -

f-

18/ Juridical precedent Lii the twentieth century on the subject
.of able-bodied prisoner repatriation during hostilities is
virtually nonexistent, although in yratice there are several
instances of such bilateral exchanges in World Wars I and II,
usually idcompdhie by large number' of irdleased sick and '
wounded. Both juridical precedent and practice on the latter
question of sickiand wounded, hower," canwbcited. s
recently as the Korean war, arrangements were made during
wartime t'o echange- 6,670 'orth Korea isnid Chinese communist
sick and wounded for 684 similarly defined members of U.N.
forces See disctiss'iot inur hy,'<Chariled ;H4. Pris ones of
War: Repatriation or Internment in Wartime. U.S. Library

2. CS & *K Corfgessioial' eah? Service (CR5S4Multilith :;
no. 71-161F), July 20, 1971. 27 p.

i t", (.F ) 
'S. -
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II. U.S. and South Vietnamese Attempts to Secure the Release of
POWs and Communist Response

The U.S. and South Vietnamese Governments have continued to

devise various formulas geared toward improving the chances for

humane treatment and protection of American and allied prisoners

and/or securing their release. Before 1969 the U.S. Government

followed a policy of virtual silence on the POW question, assuming

that a strategy of "quiet diplomacy" involving efforts by the chief

U.S. negotiator in Paris and State Department officials in U.S.

embassies abroad would best serve the interests of the POWs. In

January and February of 1969, the United States began to consider

publicizing the issue owing to its increasing dismay over the

Communists' failure to account for the POWs, the reports of their

inhumane treatment, and other violations of the. Geneva Convention.

On May 19, 1969, Secretary Laird spelled out the U.S. grievances as

an initial step in the program to bring public pressure on the

Communists. Subsequently, the publicity-generating campaign

incorporated statements by government officials,. press conferences

and speaking engagements by returning prisoners .and those who had

been missing in action, assistance from the news media, and
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encouragement to nongovernmental organizations, individuals, and

family members to participate in the activities.

On October 7,. 1970, President Nixon proposed the immediate

and simultaneous unconditional release by both sides of all POWs

in Indochina, including journalists and other innocent victims of

the conflict. The President described the initially suggested

exchange of 8,000 North Vietnamese held in the South for 800

"free world" prisoners- as a generous offer culminating from his

desire "to approach this subject on a humane basis and to keep it

separate from the military and political issues of the war." If

a total release of all prisoners had been effected at the time,

it presumably would have included 27,000 Vietcong held in the

South, as well as 458 Americans and a combined total of 2,500
1/

South Vietnamese and other free world forces held in the North.

The Presidential initiative stood in sharp contrast to the

view presented in the ten-point NLF peace plan of May 1969 that

prisoner releases would have to be negotiated by the parties to

1/ Laird, Melvin R. U.S. Congress. Senate. Bombing
Operations and the Prisoner-of-War Rescue Mission in North
Vietnam. Special hearing of November 24, 1970, before the
Committee on Foreign Relations. 91st Cong., 2d sess.
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1971: 11-12.
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the conflict as part of a total settlement of the war. As discussed

in the concluding portion of Part I, North Vietnam has responded

negatively to similar initiatives, maintaining that prisoner releases

are appropriately deferred until after .the cessation of active
j AA*,I

hostilities .and justifying this stand by invoking the language of

Article 118 of the Geneva Convention.

A. Disclosure of 1971 Secret Negotiations Affecting the Refease
of POWs as Compared to Ongoing Publicly Announced Proposals

The prisoner of war issue has been -an important ,-elmelte in

virtually 'every proposal'ptit ort by the United States, orh Vietnam,

and the National Liberation 'Front to achie/e A negotiated -setftlenient

of the Indochina conflict. In 1971, however, the ,sequence of peace

proposals became a complicated ndaze of intermittently contradictory-

private versus public initiatives and negotiAtiond. 'The secret

confrontations were subsequently disclosed 6n January-25, 1972, by

President Nixon and explained in detail thefollowing daybyhis

adviser for National Security Affairs, Henry A. kXissinger At; thAt

time it was announced that- the United States-on May 31,.1971,.had

offered to set:a date for Vithdrawal of U.S.'troops ini exchange for

a cease-fire and the releaseOf the prisoner s sTh ecret- offdr
a casef.te.-ri et. .Th*A
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was rejected by North Vietnam on June 26 on., the grounds thatno

POW agreement could be worked. out unless it was part of an overall

settlement. which took into account the political future of South

Vietnam. Again in secret, the Hanoi Government on June 26. offered

its own nine-point. plan, including demands for a total withdrawal

of U..S6 troops and, support, a change .of government in South
2/

Vietnam,. and.the payment of reparations. The unpublicized talks

continued until October 1971.

In .the.meantime, the NLF on July 1, 1971,,publicly announced a

seven-point plan in which the timing of POW releases was seemingly

advanced from the aftermath of the war to the firs.t step of an

overall.settlement. In what some observers described as a

"tantalizing variation". on the standard Communist themes, American

prisoners.would be released in exchange for a unilateral, uncondi-

tional withdrawal of U.S. forces from Vietnam by December 31, 1971,

or some fixed date shortly thereafter. The plan further stipulated

that all allied prisoners would be released, contingent upon the

snpiultaneous dismantling of all American bases and the termination

2/ -For full text of the President's. speech and Kissinger's press
conference, see New York Times, Jan. 25 and 26, 1972,
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of the Vietnamization program.

In this apparent departure from the previous pattern of

Communist statements and positions, the public seven-point NLF plan

stressed the military issues and seemingly conceded several of the

major political issues. For example,-the previous outright

insistence that South Vietnamese President Thieu be removed from

office and American financial and arms aid to the Saigon Government

be halted was dropped. The change could be seen in language which

simply called on the U.S. Government to respect the South Vietnamese

people's "right to self-determination [and] put an end to its
3/

interference in the internal affairs" of that nation.

The secret nine-point North Vietnamese plan that was under-

going parallel consideration did not appear to make such a separation

of the military and.political issues. Rather, it stipulated that

the nine points-be accepted as an "integral whole." In studying

3/ Liberation Press Agency [in English] to East Europe and the
Far East, July 1, 1971. Reported in FBIS. Daily Report:
Asia and Pacific, v. 4, July 2, 1971: L2. Favorable reaction
to the NLF (Vietcong) plan in the U.S. press was reflected
in news analyses and columns of the New York Times and
Washington Post in the days immediately following the July 1
disclosure, e.g., commentary by Terence Smith, Joseph Kraft,
and Clark Clifford.
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both plans, the United States concluded that neither of the

Communist offers actually contained a simple assurance that the

prisoners would be released in return for a withdrawal of U.S.
4/

forces. By September, Hanoi began to interpret the military

and political issues of the seven-point NLF plan (like those in

its own, yet undisclosed nine-point plan) as inseparable and

stated that there could be no release of POWs until a solution

was reached on both elements.

The negotiations continued to grow more complex. On

October 11, 1971, the United States secretly offered a revised

eight-point peace plan which was essentially the same as the

eight points later announced publicly by President Nixon on

January 25, 1972. The October secret formula encompassed both

the major military and political issues, as Hanoi had demanded.

Similarly, the President's January 1972 eight-point plan promised

a total withdrawal from South Vietnam of all U.S. and other

forces allied with the South Vietnamese Government within six

months of the signing of an overall agreement, contingent upon a

4/ Sullivan, William H. Department of State Bulletin, v. 66,
Mar. 6, 1972: 307.
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release of all.military men and innocent civilians captured

throughout Indochina that would begin and end. simultaneously with

the troop withdrawals. The President then.proposed international

supervision of a free and democratic. South Vietnamese Presidential-

election in which the Vietcong or. NLF could participate.

The Communists rejected.the eight-point plan on the grounds

that it did not provide for ,a coalition, government in.South,

Vietnam and an end to U.S. support for the Thieu Government., Xuan

Thuy, Hanoi's chief.d.elegate to tlie Paris talks, .also ..claimed that,

the plan had a built-in loophole in that reference was made only

to the removal of .U.S. forces from ''outh Vietnam," leaving out,

the question of American air powerin .Thailand and the pesence.

of U.S..carriers off the coastal waterp.of north Vietnam. ,He.

strongly implied that .any release of American .POWo would have. to
5/

await -the removal of the U.S. bombing threat:.

Hanoi's, longstanding insistence on this point was. modified,

considerably after April 20, 19,72,.when Xuan Thuy indicated-- in,

5/ The distance between the two positions can be judged when
comparing Hanoi's position to that voiced in President",
Nixon's.New Year's Day, statement that the possibility of
bombing in Indochina would remain open as long as Americqn
POWs were held. Washington Post, Jan. 5, 1972.
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the days following the resumed U.S. air war inside North Vietnam

-- that a botobing halt would not be demanded as a precondition

to either semi-public or private talks. The statement was made'

as part of the North Vietnamese suggestion that the Paris talks

be reinstated -- an apparent effort to end the impasse occasioned

by the U.S. refusal to negotiate under the military pressure of
6/

the Commtnist offensive in South Vietnam. In contrast, Pathet

Lao representative Colonel Soth Phetrasy during the same time

period reiterated that the Laotian Communists would not discuss

the release of their "many" American POWs unless the United States

ordered a complete halt to" the bombing campaign inside Laos. He

added that the POWs were being treated humanely in spite of their
7/

status 's "criminals and air pirates.

On May 8, 1972, President Nixon, in announcing the mining of

North Vietnamese ports, also proposed that all U.S. troops be

6/ Washington Post, Apr. 21, 1972.' With new indications that Le
Duc Tho, the ranking negotiator, might participate in the
'talks,. Hanoi's signal that the bombing precondition would be
dropped was interpreted as a possible willingness to bargain,
even if the reasons were merely tactical. Lenart, Edith.
Package Deal in Paris. Far Eastern Economic Review, v. 76,
May 6, 1972: 7.

7/ Washington Star, Apr. 23, 1972.
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withdrawn from Vietnam within four months after the release of

American POWs and an internationally supervised cease-fire. Once

the American POWs were released and the cease-fire had begun, the

United States would "stop all acts of force throughout Indochina."

The plan diverged somewhat from previous U.S. proposals in that no

call was made for simultaneous or parallel POW releases and troop

withdrawals. It also left the question of the release of POWs

other than Americans open to further settlement among the

Vietnamese parties themselves.

Hanoi negotiator Le Duc Tho rejected the proposal in a May 12

press conference in Paris, emphasizing that the only new element

in the President's May 8 speech was the announced intensification

of the U.S. air war and hence the violation of the "1968 pledge to

halt the bombing and strafing of North Vietnam." He added that

the President had no right to issue withdrawal conditions dealing

only with the military issue in exchange for a bombing halt that
8/

had already been agreed to unconditionally in 1968.

8/ Paris VNA*[in Vietnamese] to VNA Hanoi, May 13, 1972.
Reported in FBIS.. Daily Report: Asia and Pacific, v. 4,
May 17, 1972: K8. *Vietnam News Agency
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Congressional critics of Administration policy nevertheless

continued to advocate that the President set a withdrawal date

without linking it to a cease-fire. U.S. policy, they argued,

should be aimed at inducing a promise of POW releases from North

Vietnam in response to the announcement of a simple withdrawal

date.

The United States has also made various attempts to get the

North Vietnamese to agree to inspection of.prison camps. On

March 16, 1972, the U.S. delegation at Paris submitted six

demands to the Communists on the prisoner issue, including a

demand for the inspection of POW camps by an impartial, neutral

organization. A new variation was added when delegation chief

William J. Porter asked the Communists if they would be prepared

to accept such visits to prisoners in return for a firm commitment

on both sides to refrain from efforts to liberate prisoners from
9/

the locations visited. Hanoi negotiator Nguyen Thanh Le

denounced the proposal on the following day, reiterating the

Communists' insistence that the United States was using the POW

9/ For the full text of Porter's remarks, see Department of
State Press Release, no. 64-A, Mar. 16, 1972; also in
Department of State Bulletin, v. 66, Apr. 3, 1972: 501-503.
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question to camouflage its escalation of the war without intending

to undertake -serious negotiations. Commentaries in the U.S. press*-

speculated that North Vietnam was apparently reluctant to allow.

neutral inspectors because it feared that the United States would

receive information about the camp locations conducive to the -

staging of commando raids like the abortive November 21, 1970,
10/

Sontay operation to free American POWs inside North Vietnam.

However, Ambassador Porter suggested alternatively that if North

Vietnam was convinced, that inspection. -"would reveal the location.

of prison camps and expose them to raids, then arrange .for the
11/

inspectors to see the prisoners- elsewhere.. "

As of-mid-August 1972, although the prisoner of war problem, a

as one of the key issues in the ultimate settlement o.f the

Indochina-conflict, was attracting sustained public and official:

attention -in the United States, it. appeared uncertain whether

much progress-could be made toward-reaching a solution-until after

a major turn in the military or political course of the war..

10/ New York Times, Mar. 17, 19:72.

11/ Department. of- State Press Release,. no. 64-A,op. cit...
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B. South Vietnamese Unilateral Releases and Treatment of
Communist POWs

During 1971 and 1972, South Vietnam supported U.S. efforts to

negotiate an end to the war and bring about the release of American

and allied prisoners. The Saigon Government also put forth several

initiatives of its own. On January 24, 1971, 35 sick and wounded

North Vietnamese prisoners were released across the Demilitarized

Zone. On January 26, South Vietnam offered to repatriate all sick

and wounded prisoners and called for reciprocal action. The

proposal was expanded on April 8 to include internment in a neutral

country of all sick and wounded, as well as other POWs in captivity.

The offer was supported by the United States at the Paris peace

talks of the same date, and in the following months by six

governments (Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Lebanon, Norway, and Sweden)

that agreed to provide facilities within their borders for such

internment. A veiled rejection of the initiative was immediately
12/

issued by the Communist negotiators in Paris.

12/ At his April 9 press conference in Paris, Nguyen Thanh Le
charged the United States and South Vietnam with "barbarous
crimes committed...against the prisoners in various prisons
in South Vietnam," emphasizing the conviction that the POW
issue was being manipulated "to avoid discussing the urgent
problems aimed at ending the war." Paris VNA [in Vietnamese]
to VNA Hanoi, April 9, 1971. Reported in FBIS. Daily
Report: Asia and Pacific, v. 4, April 12, 1971: K13.
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South Vietnam on April 29, 1971, nevertheless announced its

intention to repatriate all North Vietnamese sick and wounded POWs

who wished to return to their country; in addition, 1,200 North

Vietnamese POWs held for four years or longer would be interned in

a neutral country. In a May 14 radio broadcast, Hanoi indicated

that it would accept the 570 repatriates originally designated as

sick and wounded. After the addition of 90 more sick and wounded,

bringing the total eligible for repatriation to 660, ICRC delegates

discovered in personal interviews that only 13 were willing to

return to North Vietnam. Arrangements for the return of those who

had given consent (as required by the Geneva Convention) were

pursued, but on June 3, North Vietnam declared that it would not
13/

accept the repatriates even though they were already in transit.

Nor did the North Vietnamese respond to the suggestion that the

1,200 held for over four years be sent to a neutral country. By

13/ Summary of Activities in the PW/MIA Area. Commander's
Digest, v. 11, Mar. 26, 1972: 7. Again, on August 22, 1972,
the South Vietnamese Government offered to return 600
seriously sick and wounded North Vietnamese POWs, although
the possibility of a mass repatriation was not expected to
evoke a favorable response or any hope of reciprocal
releases of allied sick and wounded POWs from Hanoi.
Washington Post, Aug. 23, 1972.
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January 1972 and again eight months later, the number of North

Vietnamese returned to Hanoi remained at 188.

On November 1, 1971, the occasion of the inauguration of

Nguyen Van Thieu to his second term as president, South Vietnam

announced the freeing of 2,922 Vietcong prisoners -- the largest

single amnesty of the entire Indochina war. Of the total, 623

were released outright, bringing the cumulative number of
14/

released Vietcong to 1,231. The remaining 2,299 were assigned
15/

to the Chieu Hoi ("Open Arms") program, bringing the total

Vietcong released in this manner to 3,082 for the entire war

period.

14/ Commander's Digest, v. 11, op. cit. Prior to 1970, South
Vietnam had released 427 Vietcong POWs; an additional 181
were freed in 1970 and in the months before Thieu's
inauguration.

15/ The Chieu Hoi program, begun in 1963, has sought to
rehabilitate the Vietcong by promising good treatment, a
six-month draft exemption, and vocational as well as
political training. The South Vietnamese Government
claims to have induced 193,000 with military or political
ties to the Vietcong to defect from support of the
Communists during that time frame, although the numbers
decreased from 32,000 in 1970 to 17,000 in 1971.
Washington Post, Jan. 7, 1972.
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According to the Saigon Government, 35,000 enemy military

forces, including 9,000 said to be North Vietnamese, remained

captive in South Vietnam as of late May 1972. Another 31,000,

including 20,000 "civilian defendants" -- defined as terrorists,

members of the. Vietcong infrastructure, political cadres, Front

officials, or opponents of the regime -- were designated as
16/

occupants of civilian jails.

Conditions in the POW camps have varied, with the ICRC

attempting to obtain ongoing improvements in its three or four

yearly visits to each location. Herbert R. Rainwater,

Commander-in-Chief of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, testified

before the House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on National

Security Policy and -Scientific Developments (chaired by

Representative Clement Zablocki) on June 29, 1971, that he had

found no evidence that Communist POWs were being treated

inhumanely by the South Vietnamese camp commanders and their

U.S. advisers, as charged by the Committee of Liaison. In

visiting three camps with an aggregate of 36,000 North Vietnamese

16/ Casella, Alexander. The Politics of Prisoners of War.
New York Times Magazine, May 28, 1972: 26.
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and ietcong..prispners,, RainwateT observe d that the two .groups

were beingkept.spart and giyen somewhat differential treatment.

Citing Phu Hoa Island as. an,,example, he. npted that the 26,000

Vietcong prtsoners appeared to be ine ood health, were partici-

pating in vocational training, were permitted recreational

opportunities, and nthly visits from their families, and

enjoyed secure, clean,. and well-drained barracks and physical.
17/ *.J. ndysal

surrqundtngs '.' --

Testimony to the contrary was also given during the course

of the Zablocki subcommittee hearings. Reports of executions,

ejection of prisoners from helicopters, and the use of electronic

generators in prisoner interrogation, according to Richard J.

Barnett, Codirector of the Institute for Policy Studies, have

exemplified the policy of torturing North Vietnamese and Vietcong
18/

prisoners condoned by the Uhited States. The ICRC has also

17/ U.S. Congress. House. American Prisoners' of 'War"In
Southeast Asia, 1971.. Hearings before the Subcommittee on
National Se curity. PQlcy and .Scien'tific -evelopment0
House Com.&i.ttlee. onioreign Affairs ,.Par tI.2d.'ong.

A -0-71'.;0 f 1973: 20;'lst ses's. Washing toh, It..t. -SPr n a17

18/ Ibid., Part I, p. 221, test.mo y of Mar ch 31,j1971,and
pp. 368-369, April 20, 1971.
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been rebuffed in its requests to the South Vietnamese Government

for access to civilian camps, such as the well-publicized prison

on Con Son Island, where tiger cages were discovered in 1971 by
19/

a group of visiting U.S. congressmen. It is known that' some
20/

POWs were being held at Con Son. Morerecently, on :June 8,'

1972, the South 'Vietnamese Government disclosed that 13 prisoners

were killed and 56 wounded in'disturbances at the Phuquoc Island

camp emanating from protests over the inferior quality of food'
21/

and general treatment.

19/ Casella, op. cit., p. 29'.

20/ 'See April 6, 1971, testimony of Assistant Secretary of
Defense G. Warren Nutter before the Zablocki subcommittee.
American Prisoners of War in Southeast Asia, 1971, Part I,
op. cit., p. 318. -

21/ Washington. Post, June 8, '1972.'
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III. Congressional, Nongovernmental, and International Group Efforts

Congressional 'exPloration of the POW question in 1971- centered

around- hearings -held in March and Aptil by the House Foreign Af fairs

Subco mittee oft Natidnal Security Policy and Scientific Developments.

Returned prisoners "wive, -and mothers of prisoners and missing

servicemen, Americans who had'contacted representatives of the North

Vietnamese and Vietcong in Paris, groups such as the American Red

Cross (ARC), spokesmen' for the' U.S. 'Government including the

Department of Defense, Congressmen, 'and representatives' of peace

organizations, were among those'who- testified before the Zablocki

subcommittee. The initial hearings "coincided with the National Week

of Concern for Prisoneis 'of War/Migsing in Action, beginning on

March 26, 1971, whichiwas' established by joint resolution of Congress

and Presidential decree. Some witnesses and subcommittee members

gave repeated emphasis to' the' force of national and international

public opinion as a way of securing more humane treatment and/or the

eventual release of American prisoners, while others felt it would-

be of'only' limited value in securing "actual releases.
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Hearings were held again. in August.1971 .to- document, the.

experiences of U.S. servicemen released by or escaped from the

Vietcong. in South Vietnam. FQr .th pot; prt, howee, .the .. earings

focused on four central ideas :.(1) Antern ent of POWs, in a .thtr4

country., possibly even a "Cun st-orieptqd4"nati.u; ) llategal

release by South Vietnam of 1,400 Communipt pr spners n the ;hope o

reciprocation .from.Hanoi; (3) establishment of, a .spscia, commission

to coordinate efforts, dealing wi-ph POWs; .and (4), a .system of

"proportional,"- repatriation -- the -release _of. apercerltage f

prisoners in. proportion tp the increment-l,,nPmbers. ofwithdr i4

U.S. troops The most cont roverpial-aspect of

as At was discussed- revolved, aroun4.the.,setfting of a.date by i

the U.S. withdrawal o-ffor cps wou;,] g .omple.ed

On Iarch 18, Representativ#e, 1ober t,Legett i produced House.

Concurrent, Resolution 212 calling .for, the -withdraw -of U...* miIitary

and paramilitary personnel from Southeasr Asia,.in udLing ..Offshore

naval, air and naval>artillery support forces, t-o be completed by a

negotiated date no..later -than Decepber,.24, 9 The 7i)th raTwAls .

would take place. 'in. proport donate numbers , b stagesp ;eqch ,stage
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equal in percentage to the percentage of American prisoners

concurrently released by the forces holding American prisoners in

Southeast Asia." To verify the honoring of the agreement by both

sides, an international agency or neutral third party would serve

as an intermediary. The "proportional repatriation" bill,'however,
1/

remained in committee.

In September 1971, the House Armed Services Committee held

hearings to determine what might further be done to assist prisoners

and missing in action or their families. On October 4, 1971, the

House in a record vote of 369 to 0 passed House Concurrent Resolution

374. Sponsored by Representative Zablocki and others, the measure

called for the humane treatment of prisoners and stated the sense

of Congress that allied authorities should arrange an immediate

and unconditional release of 1,600 North Vietnamese held in South

Vietnam. The resolution also called for appropriate appeals to the

North Vietnamese leaders, the NLF, and the Pathet Lao to respond in

a reciprocal manner by releasing the equivalent number of 1,600

Americans designated by that date as POWs and MIAs, and detailed

1/ For further discussion of the four ideas, see American Prisoners
of War in Southeast Asia, 1971, Part I, op. cit.
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the supervisory procedures, in particular, the prevention of forced

repatriation, to be followed by the ICRC.

On November 24, 1971, the President signed Public Law 92-169

amending Titles 37 and 38 of the United States Code to award

promotions to.those in prisoner and missing in action status. The

prior law had stipulated that dependency and indemnity compensations

be paid to the survivors of servicemen who died on active duty on

the basis of their pay grade at the time of death. Promotions could

not be considered in rendering compensation payments if they became

effective only after the determined date of death. The amended law

was based on the strong possibility that personnel accounting and

identification procedures for those members carried in a missing

status, as defined in Title 37, might -- at the end of the Indochina

conflict -- uncover positive evidence that many had died during

captivity. Under the new law, promotions of personnel designated

as missing would become valid for all purposes, including federal

benefits to survivors, even if a later determination were made that

death occurred before the promotion.

A second proposed revision of existing law was aimed at modifying

section 112 of the Internal Revenue Code to exclude from gross income
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for tax purposes the entire amount of the compensation of members

of the U.S. Armed Forces and of civilian employees designated as

prisoners of war, missing in action, or in a detained status during

the Vietnam conflict. Following through on the previously available

exclusion for- enlisted personnel in the military services, the

measure -- which became Public Law 92-279 on April 26, 1972 --

would henceforth apply to compensation received during the Vietnam

conflict beginning on February 28, 1961, and ending at the close of

combatant activities in Vietnam, as verified by the President.

A number of nongovernmental and international groups have been

directly involved in efforts to secure the release and repatriation

of American and allied POWs. The National League of Families of

American Prisoners and Missing in Southeast Asia, the largest group

of its kind, was formally organized in May 1970 as a humanitarian,

non-political, non-profit corporation. Chairman Carole North told

the Zablocki subcommittee on March 23, 1971, that the group's goals

were to obtain better treatment for American POWs and to learn the

status of MIAs. With a membership it has now estimated to be close

to 3,000, the League has conducted letter-writing campaigns, while
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individuals have scheduled interviews, made speeches, and tried to

contact representatives of North Vietnam and its allies in Paris.

The League enjoyed unofficial White House support until May 1971

when one group of wives split apart from the overall organization

to form the POW/MIA Families for Immediate Release.

In focusing on the dilemma of the POWs, the League has

refrained from public endorsement of a specific category of

proposals for terminating U.S. involvement in the Indochina war,

contending that withdrawal constituted a separate issue from the

release of POWs. In November 1971, a group of more than 100

members presented a petition to the U.N. Commission on Human

Rights containing seven basic humanitarian provisions, including

requests for impartial inspection of detention facilities and

repatriation of the sick and wounded. The petition was not

expected to produce any tangible results, in spite of its unique

standing as one of the few "class" petitions ever rendered to the
2/

U.N. Commission. Some of the group members were successful

2/ Schlitz, William P. MIA/POW Action Report. Air Force
Magazine, v. 55, Feb. 1972: 27. "Class" here is used in the
sense of defining a specific category of people as Americans
captive in Southeast Asia.
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in gaining an audience with delegates of governments such as

Algeria and Rumania -- third parties that presumably could bring

pressure to bear upon North Vietnam through bilateral contacts.

President Nixon at the same time continued to keep the League

informed of his efforts. to learn about POWs and MIAs. On September

28, 1971, in a surprise visit to the annual meeting of the League

in Washington, D.C., the President assured the delegates that.

"every negotiating channel...including many private channels that

have not yet been disclosed, have been pursued, are being pursued,
3/ ,

and will be pursued." After the United States resumed the air

war in the North in April 1972, the President met with three

League members and promised that the mining and bombing of harbors

in North Vietnam would be continued until the prisoners were
4/

returned.

From the outset, the members of POW/MIA Families for Immediate

Release, especially the wives of servicemen held in South Vietnam

and Laos, voiced their dissatisfaction with the efforts of the

Administration. Several weeks after it splintered. from the League

3/ Congressional Record [daily ed.], Sept. 29, 1971:.S15303.

4/ Washington Post, May 16, 1972.
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in May 1971, the new group reacted negatively to the President's

policy declaration that a residual force would remain in Vietnam

until the release of POWs, viewing it as a futile bargaining

tool and charging that the Vietnamization program encompassed no
5/

plan for the release of prisoners. The organization was

particularly critical of what was conceived to be a failure on

the part of the Administration to even respond to the July 1971

Vietcong offer to release prisoners in exchange for U.S. with-

drawal.

Since the split between the two groups, several hundred

members (of the estimated total membership of 500) of the POW/MIA

Families for Immediate Release have campaigned for congressional

action to set a definite withdrawal date for U.S. forces. These

lobbying attempts have met with a cool reception from the

executive branch, and members have protested the refusal of the

Secretary of Defense to list the group on its roster of POW

organizations which is sent to families of captured or missing

soldiers. The Department of Defense considers the motivations of

5/ Washington Star, June 10, 1971.
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6/
the group to be not only humanitarian but "political." Charging

that the Administration has sacrificed concern for the POWs to a

variety of objectives -- from maintaining the Saigon Government in

power to achieving a rapprochement with the People's Republic of

Chins -- some members Of POW/MIA Families for Immediate Release

have since mounted a campaign to defeat President Nixon in his'

7/
reelection bid.

The Committee of Liaison with Families of Servicemen Detained

in North Vietnam has functioned as the main conduit for mail to

and from prisoners. The January 1972 release of 451 letters from

POWs held in North Vietnam was followed in March 1972 by the

release of 259 letters to Seymour Hersh, the writer who disclosed

the Mylai, incident, while he was visiting Hanoi. The Department of

Defense has repeatedly criticized North Vietnam for failing to

utilize proper channels for the transmission of mail. Moreover,

the Pentagon has questioned the credibility of the prisoner lists

6/ Ogniberne, Peter J. Politics and POWs: Rift in the Ranks.
The New Republic, v. 166, June 3, 1972: 17-19.

7/ Costello, Mary. Status of War Prisoners. Editorial Research
Reports, v. 1, Apr. 26, 1972: 332.
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ostensibly furnished to the Committee of Liaison by the North

Vietnamese Government. It has been suggested that the Committee

might have pieced together the November 1970 list of 339 American

POWs in North Vietnam from mail .it had handled over a period of

time and then. successfully garnered the official stamp of
8/

approval from Hanoi.

The Committee of Liaison has also linked activism in the

anti-war movement to its concern for prisoners. After returning

from an early November 1971 mission to Paris, where she contacted

8/ Los Angeles Times, Nov. 25, 1971. By. June 25, 1972, the
Defense Department had received a new list of 24 Air Force
and Navy pilots -captured in North Vietnam since November
1970, raising to 363 the number of U.S. servicemen
identified by Hanoi through unofficial channels as prisoners
of war. The list.was relayed to the U.S. Embassy in Paris
on June 21 by an attorney acting for Senator Edward M.
Kennedy, who had obtained it from the North Vietnamese
delegation' in Paris. Again, on August. 24, the names of 10.
additional Americans identified by North Vietnam as having
been captured in the summer of 1972 were released to
.Senator Kennedy. As this study was going to press, the
list of 1 Navy and 9 Air Force pilots, formerly listed as
missing in action, was being investigated by the Pentagon
in order to determine whether the men would -be added to
the official U.S. count. Even if verified, the new number
of 373 acknowledged by Hanoi would fail to come close to
the 522 previously noted on August 5, 1972, by .the Defense
Department, as captured.
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North Vietnamese and Vietcong representatives, the group's chairman,

Cora Weiss, stated that an end to the war and the immediate return

of POWs were dependent upon a move by President Nixon to set a date

for the withdrawal of U.S. troops from Vietnam and of U.S. support
9/

for South Vietnamese President Thieu.

Efforts by the American Red Cross have been continuous

throughout the war. The organization has attempted to communicate

directly with the Red Cross of North Vietnam on eleven occasions

since 1966, though it has received only two replies. In March

1971, the ARC participated in an International Conference of Red

Cross Societies, one objective of which was to devise more effective

means of enforcing the existing Geneva Convention. In April 1971,

the ARC cooperated with Reader's Digest in a campaign to deluge the

North Vietnamese Government with letters of protest over the

detention of American prisoners. In September 1971, ARC admini-

strative support for the second annual meeting of the National
10 /

League of Families was provided.

9/ Washington Star, Nov. 5, 1971.

10/ Commander's Digest,.v. 11, op.. cit.
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Other private and international groups have become involved

in the process of focusing public attention on the POW issue..

Impartial inspection of camps in both North and South Vietnam

has been the central goal of Amnesty International, an organiza-

tion headquartered in Britain whose efforts are now supported by

the U.S. Department of State. Official backing for the Amnesty

mission represents an apparent change in policy, as U.S.

officials previously regarded ICRC as the only organization

sufficiently impartial to conduct such an inspection. However,

Frank Sieverts, Special Assistant for Prisoner of War Matters

to the Deputy Secretary of State, remarked on February 3,, 1972,

that efforts of any group to secure the release of prisoners

would be welcomed and denied that South Vietnam had rejected an

application by Amnesty International to carry out the inspections.

He added that the granting of visas to Amnesty delegates had been

deferred pending the efforts of South Vietnam to repatriate

prisoners from the North.

11/ Washington Post, Feb. 4, 1972.
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Noted individuals have also offered assistance in a variety

of ways. Special Presidential Representative, Frank Borman, was

influential in recommending a maximum amount of public exposure

of the problem, as well as unilateral releases of North Vietnamese

POWs interned in the South. Texas millionaire H. Ross Perot has

subsidized the transporting of POW wives to Paris and Vientiane,

Laos, on missions aimed at directly contacting Communist officials.

He and the wives of American POWs have also staged vigils outside

the Hanoi Embassy in Vientiane in lieu of an audience with

officials. During the 1969 Christmas season, Perot gathered 26

tons of food, medical supplies, clothing, and mail, and engaged

two chartered planes .to deliver the cargo to prisoners in North

Vietnam. Both he and the shipments were refused entry into the

country, as were the supplies he tried to transport via Soviet
12/

channels the following Christmas.

12/ Powledge, Fred. H. Ross Perot Pays His Dues. New York Times
Magazine, Feb. 28, 1971.
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APPENDIX A

STATISTICS ON AMERICAN PRISONERS OF WAR AND MISSING IN ACTION

(from the first pilot captured in 1964 through August 5 .1972)

Country Missing

North Vietnam
South Vietnam
Laos -..

453
499
288

1,240.

Captured

413 ,
104
5

:522.

Service

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force

361
122.
103
654

1,240

83
154.
25

260

.522

Statistical Recapitulation by.Year Lost

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

4 54 204 226 294 176 86 79 117
3 74 97 179 95 13. 12 11 38

7 128 301 405 389 189 98 90 155

*Source: Department of Defense, Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Public Affairs).

Total

866
603
293

1,762

444
276
128
914

1,762

Missing
Captured

16
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APPENDIX B

CURRENT WEEKLY COUNT OF AMERICAN PRISONERS OF WAR AND MISSING
IN SOUTHEAST ASIA*

(week ending August 5, 1972)

Currently missing from hostile action 1,116

Currently missing from non-hostile causes 124

Died while missing 2,306

Returned from missing status to military control 101

Currently captive or interned 522

Died n captivity 20

Returned from captivity to military control 71

*Source: Department of Defense, Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Public Affairs). The above table gives a breakdown
of current information and estimates on American prisoners of
war and missing according to various broad definitions. These
figures do not reflect a stable or long-range statistical
count. Unlike those in the yearly recapitulation in Appendix
A, some of the above statistics are constantly fluctuating.
The figure for currently missing from hostile action or missing
from non-hostile causes increases or decreases greatly from
week to week in a non-linear fashion, according to the level
and intensity of U.S. military operations. The figure for
currently captured or interned changes more slowly. Similarly,
a figure such as that for deaths in captivity remains unchanged
for a long period of time owing to the scarcity of information
released by North Vietnam and its allies. For a more complete
picture of the trends in the number of Americans imprisoned or
missing within the total time frame, the reader.should rely on
Appendix A.
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